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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3429 - 3430

What the Three Saints of the North Pavilion are most afraid of now is that someone knows
about their injuries.

After all, the potential crisis is too great for Beige.

There is no one to support the scene!

It is very likely that the North Pavilion was destroyed.

For the time being, they were seriously injured, and even if the North Pavilion was violated,
there was nothing they could do.

But what are you afraid of.

At present, in the eyes of the Three Saints of the North Pavilion, only the Lord of the North
Pavilion knows about their injuries.

But it never occurred to me that there were still people witnessing this in the dark.

Naturally, they also knew about their injuries.

This is about to cause a catastrophe to the North Pavilion.

the other side.

In addition to asking Xu Qingya and the others to find the list of bone masters, Levi Garrison
also dispatched his own strength to investigate the Demon Division and try to find the
murderer as much as possible.

Even because of the shortage of manpower, he also asked the Black Hawk agents to
provide assistance, and asked the Siberia Star to help.
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It also carried a large amount of advanced equipment to assist in the investigation.

Cha Zhen Mosi’s words, everything is too difficult.

In Da Xia’s case, there are few powers he can use.

Not strong enough!

are too weak!

The Tenjin Division, who can be used a little, has long been under the control of the Zhenmo
Division.

Besides, let them find out nothing.

The main reason is that the Town Demon Division is very unfamiliar to everyone, even Levi
Garrison.

You can’t find out if you want to check, where are they operating, and who are they? Are
there those people? What forces are there?

And so on for details.

These are all unknown, and they all have to be controlled temporarily, which greatly
increases the difficulty.

Secondly, the Zhen Mo Division is very strong. If you take them out individually, they are all
in the category of super gods.

After all, for Zhen Mosi, the gods are the entry point, and they have touched the threshold of
the spiritual roots and bones.

A super god is someone who has achieved a little after mastering the method of cultivation.

And inside the Demon Suppression Division, all of them have been practicing the technique
of qi cultivation for many years.
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Is that not strong?

Now you basically hear their information from the legends, and even their strength is much
stronger.

How to check this?

Even if Levi Garrison now has the help of Black Hawk agents and Siberia Star, it is actually
difficult.

Very tough!

Even a lot of people will be sacrificed!

It may take a long time to find out anything.

Not to mention finding out who the murderer is…

Unless he exposes himself.

However, it seems unlikely at present, this party is very low-key after the root bone is
transplanted.

No information was revealed.

Moreover, Levi Garrison heard from Xu Qingya that even if the root bone was successfully
transplanted, it could not be used immediately.

You must first adapt to the new spiritual root and bone, and then you can use it.

This takes quite a while.

So Xu Qingya guessed that the murderer would disappear for a while, and completely adapt
this new spiritual root and bone to her own.

Only after you cultivate to a certain level will you come out.
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Otherwise, there is no point in transplanting the root bone.

This makes it more difficult to find.

In this regard, Levi Garrison was very melancholy.

Several days in a row.

The people who were sent out to check the information found nothing.

There is no clue at all.

There is only one way to go – to find the bone master.

Let’s start with the bone master.

Apart from that, there is no other way.

Levi Garrison was also anxious.

“That’s it, don’t go to investigate the murderer specifically, at least check all the major forces
of the Town Demon Division!”

Levi Garrison can only understand Zhenmosi first.

This task is arranged for everyone.

If it really doesn’t work, Levi Garrison can only go to Zhenmo Division to check it himself.

Anyway, this murderer must be found, he must not run away.

This hatred can’t just go away.

I will kill you even if you are the king of the Demon Suppression Division. Treating my
brother like this, I can’t let you go!

That’s all.
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It doesn’t matter how long it takes.

I can wait!

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3430

Xu Qingya and the four of them also sincerely helped Levi Garrison.

It didn’t take long to get a list of thirteen bone masters.

But that’s not all, they are still investigating.

Next, Levi Garrison also has an additional task – to start looking for these bone masters
and control them.

This made Levi Garrison feel a little relieved.

Best if you can find it.

Otherwise, do you want him to push the entire town magic division horizontally?

That is the last resort.

If you can’t find it.

Then Levi Garrison will really come to this point, and directly push the entire Zhenmo
Division and ask for someone from the entire Zhenmo Division.

I don’t care how many factions your Town Demon Division is divided into, whether it’s
irrelevant or not.
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Since you are called Zhen Mosi, then I think you are together.

I’m going to force you to hand over people yourself.

With a pair of iron fists, I call for you to hand over to the Demon Suppression Division, and if
you do not hand over, you will be killed in a river of blood.

Whether you are involved or not, whether it has anything to do with you or not.

It doesn’t matter if you go and find people.

Otherwise I will kill!

A pair of iron fists dare to change the color of heaven and earth!

However, this method is a bit cruel and will involve many innocent people.

Therefore, it was not at the last minute, and Levi Garrison could not use it.

But it is not ruled out.

To ask the whole town magic division.

At this time, Xige Palace Qianqiu also achieved results.

I don’t know what method she used, but she found the list of all bone masters in the
Zhenmo Division at one time – forty-three in total.

She called Xiao Feng to her and gave him the list.

“It took me a lot of effort to find this! But it’s not all! Only a list of thirteen bone masters!
Hope it works!”

“I will continue to work hard in the future! Let’s make up for our mistakes together!”

Miya Chiaki said.
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She did not give all the list to Xiao Feng, but only part of it.

This is her method.

If you give it all to Xiao Feng at one time, it may make Levi Garrison and the others
suspicious, and they will doubt themselves.

Secondly, by giving it multiple times, Xiao Feng can see his fortune and hardship and make
Xiao Feng trust him more.

It’s good to have complete control over him.

In addition, Gong Qianqiu deliberately dressed up, people looked haggard and disheartened.

At first glance, there is no need to run around for this matter.

This made Xiao Feng not only moved, but also a little distressed.

How can you be yourself?

Let Gong Qianqiu be like this for himself?

The hand holding the famous bill is shaking.

“Qianqiu I…”

Xiao Feng had a thousand words stuck in his throat, unable to speak.

This is the best man for him.

To accompany him at such a critical moment, to help him so, to make up for his mistakes.

Without her, Xiao Feng couldn’t imagine what would happen to him.

It was Gong Qianqiu who made him look up now!

In his whole life, he thought it was Gong Qianqiu!
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Regardless of whether he can be with Gong Qianqiu in the end, his life will be lived for Gong
Qianqiu in the future.

He firmly grasped the famous list and made up his mind.

Now even if Gong Qianqiu told him to die, he would die without hesitation.

Don’t even ask why…

Because she is Gong Qianqiu, let him die, and he will die without complaint.

There will be no other doubts!

This is Gong Qianqiu’s control in place!

This is terrible mind control!

To control a person’s mind and emotions to the death.

Even if Xiao Feng knew that Gong Qianqiu had hurt him now, he would not think it was Gong
Qianqiu’s fault.

It’s just ripping at yourself!

“Hurry up! I think your master needs this list now!”

Gong Qianqiu immediately urged.

“Okay!!!”

Xiao Feng nodded fiercely.

Emotions are high.

“By the way… you stop first!”

Gong Qianqiu remembered something and couldn’t help shouting again.
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Xiao Feng, who had already left, couldn’t help but stop.

Looking at Gong Qianqiu, he asked, “What’s wrong?”
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